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Abstract

stability of the algorithm, and section 6 contains several examples
which demonstrate its efficiency and robustness. Finally, section 7
contains conclusions and recommendations for future research. An
appendix is provided, which presents implicit equations for the offset sweeps of boundary elements in a pol yhedron and descritm how
seams may be traced using a differential equation method.

The Medial Axis Transform is important in path planning, analysis of growth, determination of symmetries,
and tinite element mesh generation, In [his paper, an
algorithm forcomputing the Medial Axis Tranformof
a 3-D polyhedral solid is presented, along with adiscussion of its complexity and stability. lle algorithm
is based on a classification scheme for points on the
Medial Axis which is also discussed. The algorithm
provides the continuous representation of the Medial
Axis andassociated radius function. Examples of the
algorithm are also presented to illustrate the method.
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Definitions

and Review

skeleton, symmetry .Voronoi diagrwn, polyhedra

Because of the wealth of research on MATs and associated symmetry sets, as wel I as the related work on equidistantial point sets
and Voronoi diagrams, it is difficult to give a complete review of all
the literature. We will instead briefly identify some of the research
which is most directly related to this paper. Before we begin the
review, however, we present a definition of the Medial Axis and a
definition of a related set, the Voronoi Diagram.
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Introduction

Definitions

Definition 2.1 L& D be a subset of 2-D or 3-D Euclidean space.
A ciosed disc (or ball in 3-D) is said to be maximal in D t~ it is
contained in D bul is not a proper subset of any other disc (ball)
contained in D.

Since its introduction by Blum [B1u67], the Medial Axis Transform
(MAT) has become an important tool in computational geometry
and geometric modeling. It has been used, for example, in modeling
growth and in the analysis of symmetries, in path planning, feature
recognition, and in finite element mesh generation (see for example
[GP91 ] [GP92a] [GP92b] [SNTM92] [TA91 ] [ATR+91]). It has
also been proposed as an akemati ve to Boundary Representation or
Constructive Solid Geometry models in a design and interrogation
system, since it also provides a complete representation of a solid
[WO192].
However, to date work on the MAT has been limited by the
difficulty inherent in developing accurate and efficient algorithms
to compute it, especially for 3-D objects. In this paper we propose an algorithm to generate the MAT of a 3-D polyhedral solid.
Section 2 provides some basic definitions and a brief review of
related work on MATs and other related sets. Section 3 develops
the classification scheme that we use to trace out the Medial Axis
(MA). Section 4 demonstrates how the classification scheme gives
rise to an efficient algorithm for generating the MAT of polyhedral
solids. Section 5 contains an investigation of the complexity and

Definition 2.2 The Medial Axis (MA), or skeleton, oj the ser D,
denoted Af ( D), is [he locus of points inside D which lie al the
centers of all closed discs (balls) which are maximal in D, together
with the limit points of rhis locus. The radius function of the Medial
Axis of D is a continuous, real-valued function defined on M(D)
whose value at each point on the Medial Axis is equal [o the radius
of the associated maximal disc or ball. The Medial Axis Transform
(MAT) oj D is the Medial Axis fogerher with its associated radius
function.
These two definitions are taken from Bium [BIu67], As in
Welter [W0192], definition 2.2 has been modified from Blum’s original definition by the inclusion of limit points of the locus of centers
of maximal balls. The inclusion of these limit points makes the
Medial Axis closed and even compact if D is bounded. Notice also
that although we have defined the MAT for J?Z and @ on]y for
simplicity, it generalizes naturally to ?3?”and in fact to any metric
space.
It is clear that the Medial Axis is close] y associated with equidistarstial point sets; since maximal balls usually touch the boundary
of D in more than one point (although not always), most points on
the Medial Axis are equidistant from more than one point on the
boundary. Thus there are relationships between the Medial Axis
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waveldiffusion process in the plane. Their algorithm proceeds by
assigning each boundary pixel a unit displacement above the plane
and every other pixel a zero displacement, and then numerically
propagating a wave from the boundary. The wave is attenuated by
a diffusion process to reduce numerical error, and local maxima
in the wave are declared to lie on the Symmetric Axis. Although
useful for binary images at low resolutions, the error may be large
for higher resolutions. Memory and processing requirements for
this method tend to be quite high as well.
Brandt [Bra9 I ] [Bra92] finds a continuous approximation to the
skeleton in both the planar and the 3-D case by first discretizing the
boundary. He samples the boundary at a given sampling density,
yielding a set of discrete points which forma pixelized or voxelized
approximation to the boundary. The next step is to run an efficient discrete-point Voronoi diagram on the set of points. Finally,
portions of the skeleton which result from the effects of quantization are pruned away. Since it is typically true that such spurious
branches of the skeleton have a rapidly changing radius function,
the ratio between the radius function at two adjacent vertices and
the distance between the two vertices may be computed. This ratio
is an approximation to the slope of the radius function; if it is close
to 1, the vertex with the smaller radius can be discarded. Another
strategy for pruning such spurious branches is also discussed in
[Bra92]. This approach attempts to classify each of the vertices
in the interior Voronoi diagram according to how many footpoints

and equidistantial point sets which are explored elsewhere (see below). The most well known of these sets is the Voronoi Diagram
[Aur91]:

Definition2.3 Consider a collection of sets {e, } in a metric space
with a distance jiunction d. The Voronoi region associated with e,,
denoted Vor(e, ) is the locus of points whose distance to a point of
e, is less than the distance to any point in an-v other set e] where
j # i. The Voronoi Diagram VoD({e, }) of the col/eccion is the
locus of points in the tnetric space which do not lie in the Voronoi
region of any set in the collection.
The definition presented above is a generalization of the usual
definition, where each sel ei is an isolated point in !JY.

2.2

Algorithmsfor Determiningthe MAT or Related Sets

The MAT was introduced and explored by Blum [B1u67] [B1u73]
[BN78] to describe biological shape. Soon after it was introduced,
continuous algorithms for computing the MAT were developed
for special planar regions. Montanari [Mon69] developed an algorithm to compute the MAT of a multiply-connected polygonal
figure. His algorithm proceeds by identifying significant branch
points and propagating the boundary contour inward, while connecting the branch points with appropriate linear or parabolic segments. A more efficient algorithm for computing the MAT of a
convex polygonal figure in O(n log n) was presented by Preparata
[Pre77] along with an 0(n2) algorithm for a non-convex polygon.
Lee [Lee82] developed an O(n log n) algorithm for polygons with
non-convex comers. Snnivasan and Nackman [SN87] presented an
O(mh + m log rL) algorithm for multiply connected polygons with h
holes. More recent] y, Gursoy [Gur89] and Gursoy and Patrikalakis
[PG90] developed an algorithm to compute the MAT of a multiply connected planar region bounded by line segments and circular
arcs, and used this algorithm to generate finite element meshes
automatically and determine global shape characteristics [GP91 ]
[GP92a] [GP92b]. Guibas and Stolfi [GS85] investigate the relationship between the Voronoi Diagram and the Delaunay Triangu-

the vertex has. The number of footpoints is determined by taking
the associated maximal sphere at the vertex, increasing the radius
slightly, and intersecting the dilated sphere with the boundary. This
intersection partitions the surface of the sphere into areas which
lie either inside or outside the region. Each area lying outside the
boundary is assumed to correspond to a footpoint; since the most
commonly occuring type of skeleton point has two footpoints, only
these points are kept, and the rest are pruned away.
Chiang [Chi92] takes a planar region bounded by piecewise
C* curves and performs a cellular decomposition of the plane in a
neighborhood of the region. Each cell is assigned an approximate
distance to the nearest point on the boundary of the region using an
algorithm due to Danielson [Dan80] which computes the Euclidean
distance transform. This information is later used to find a starting
point for tracing Axis branches in two dimensions and for recognizing when the tracing has passed the end of a branch. The tracing
itself uses the distance information to determine on which boundary
elements the footpoints of the current MAT point lie. Once these
elements are known, a set of simultaneous equations describing the
local structure of the MAT near the given point is formed. Using
these equations to determine the tangent to the MAT at the given
point, a short distance along the tangent is traversed, the point is
refined with Newton iteration, and another tracing step is taken. At
each step, the distance information is used to determine whether or
not the current branch has become inactive. If so, a branch point
or an end point has been hit, and the tracing either proceeds afong
another branch or stops. Although the tracing is not extended to
three dimensions, Chiang notes that the same Euclidean distance
transform in 3-D maybe used to determine an approximation to the
skeleton. One simple way of using the distance transform in this
way is to identify those points which have locally maximal distance
values after the distance transform is carried out. Such points are
clearly close to centers of maximal disks, and so can be considered
to provide an approximation to the skeleton.
Sudhalkar et al. [SGP93] introduce a set called the box skeleton
which they argue has the properties which make the MAT desirable as an alternate representation of shape. In particular, the box
skeleton exhibits dimensional reduction, homotopic equivalence
and invertibility. However, their skeleton is defined using the L=
norm (the box norm) instead of the Euclidean norm and thus may
be quite different from the Medial Axis. Their algorithm for determining the box skeleton operates on discrete objects made of

lation, and develop the quad-edge data structure to represent them.
Sugihara [Sug93] investigates the use of Voronoi Diagrams to approximate various types of generalized Voronoi Diagrams. Held’s
book [He191 ] contains a comprehensive review of Voronoi Diagram algorithms, which he uses in the context of pocket machining.
Other comprehensive reviews of Voronoi Diagram algorithms have
been compiled by Aurenhammer [Aur91 ] and Fortune [For92].
Other work has concentrated on discrete and approximate approaches to determine the MAT or its related sets. Nackman
[Nac82] proposes a 3-D algorithm to use a polyhedral approximation of a smooth boundary and produce a polyhedral approximation
to the skeleton. The algorithm is an extension of Bookstein’s line
skeleton approach [Bo079] to 3-D. It takes as input a polyhedral surface made up of convex polygons and generates a connected graph
of convex polygons approximating the MA of the original object;
since the input polyhedron is assumed to be an approximation to a
smooth curved object, the output is not the skeleton of the polyhedron itself but rather a collection of polygons approximately tangent
to the skeleton of the true object. Lavender et al. [LBD+92] use
an octree-based approach to determine the Voronoi Diagram. Their
algorithm works on set-theoretic solid models, composed of unions,
intersections, and differences of primitive regions represented by
a collection of polynomial inequalities, and produces an octree (or
quadtree in two dimensions) which divides space into Voronoi regions at some specified resolution. Scott et al. [STZ89] discuss a
method for determining the Symmetric Axis (a superset of the Medial Axis, see Sherbrooke [She95]) which is based on a combined
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unit squares (or cubes, in 3-D) and proceeds by lhinning the object
while maintaining homotopic equivalence to the original object.
In order to perform the thinning, the object is transformed into a
graph; in the planar case. the boundaries between adjacent pixels
are considered to be edges of the graph, and the intersections of
these edges are the vertices of the graph. The first thinning step
proceeds by replacing the graph by that portion of the dua/ graph
which is interior to the primal graph, Since this procedure alone
may result in a disconnected skeleton, the boundary “shrink wraps”
around the skeleton as it thins. Procedures based on these concepts
are developed for both 2-D and 3-D discrete objects.
Most of the 3-D algorithms in existence (such as the ones above)
are fundamentally discrete algorithms. To our knowledge, few continuous approaches have been proposed, due largely to the computational complexit~ involved. One of the few such techniques was
developed by Hoftmann [Hof94], who proposed a method for assembling the skeleton of a CSG object. His method proceeds by
de[erming points of closest approach between pairs of boundary
elements and checking these points to make sure they are in fact
on the Medial Axts. (Each of these points are on the MA if and
only if the distance to the pair of elements is less than or equal to
the distances to the other boundary elements. ) The points are then
sorted in order of increasing distance from the boundary, and then a
local analysis around each point is performed, in attempt to identify
whether the point lies on a face, edge, or vertex of the Medial Axis.
This determination is made by identifying all boundary elements
which lie at the same minimum distance from the point and forming
a set of simultaneous equations in n variables which describe the
equidistantial set that the point belongs to. Based on the rank of
the Jacobian of this set of equations, the point is predicted to lie
on a face, edge, or vertex of the skeleton. Then neighboring faces
and edges are traced out in order of increasing distance from the
boundary Howe\er, the method appears not to have been further
developed and implemented. Furthermore, it is necessary in the
method to intersect equidistantial sets with one another in order to
tnm away portions which do not belong to the Medial Axis, and this
process carries additional computational cost. Related papers by
Dutta and Hoffmann [DH90] [DH93] study the exact representation
of the bisectors which appear as skeleton branches in the skeleton
of simple CSG objects bounded by planes, natural quadrics, and
torii.
Reddy and Turklyyah, in a recent manuscript [RT94], propose
an algorithm for determining the skeleton of a 3-D polyhedron based
on the generalization of the Voronoi Diagram defined above. They
compute an abstract Delaunay Triangulation of the polyhedron and
use the result to obtain the dual, the generalized Voronoi Diagram.
The skeleton of the polyhedron is obtained by trimming away certain elements of the generalized Voronoi Diagram. The algorithm
can explicitly determine certain critical points of the skeleton, but
does not contain accurate representations of the curves and surfaces
making up the skeleton.
In settling on a method for computing the skeleton in 3-D, it is
illustrative to compare the features of the above techniques. Many
of the above discrete techniques have continous aspects to them, and
are therefore relevant to the development of a fully continuous approach. Although Brandt’s approach [Bra91 ] [Bra92] is somewhat
limited by quantization, his work on the classification of skeleton
points is relevant to a continuous approach. Chiang’s work [Chi92]
on the 3-D problem is preliminary. but his basic idea in 2-D of
tracing branches using sets of simultaneous polynomial equations
ISextensible to 3-D, and his Euclidean distance transform could be
important In reducing the execution time of a continuous algorithm.
Several papers also analyze some of the mathematical properties of the MAT and conversions from an MAT representation to
a boundary representation. Welter [WO192] provides a thorough
analysis of topological properties of the MAT, and establishes the
relationship between the MA and related symmetry sets such as
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the cut locus. Chiang [Chi92] and Brandt [Bra9 I ] [Bra92] study
many of the mathematical properties of the MAT, particularly for
two-dimensional regions. The three-dimensional problem is considered in detail by Nackman [Nac82] [NP85], who also derives
relationships between curvatures of the boundary, the skeleton, and
the associated radius function. Curvature relationships in the planar
case are considered by Blum [BIu73 ]. Vermeer [Ver94] and Gelston
and Dtttta [GD95] study the conversion from an MAT representation
to a boundary representation.

3

Classification

of Medial

Axis Points

Our algorithm uses a classification of the different types of Medial
Axis points which arise in the case of polyhedra in order to generate
an adjacency graph of faces, edges, and vertices which represents
the Medial Axis of a pol yhedral solid. Instead of focusing on points
of closest approach, as in Hoffmann [Hof94], we instead concentrate
on junction points and seam-end points, where the different edges
and faces of the MA come together. Our classification scheme is an
extension of the scheme introduced by Brandt [Bra92] which also
accounts for degeneracies,
Before describing the algorithm in more detail, we first need
to enumerate the possible types of MA points and discuss their
relationships with one another. In the following discussion, we
shall be considering a polyhedral solid P in 3-D made up of N
active elements. where an active element is either a face, a nonconvex edge, or a mm-convex vertex (a vertex where one or more
incident edges are non-convex). Convex edges and convex vertices
represent limit points of the Medial Axis but do not lie on [he surface
of any maximal sphere. Therefore, they are relatively unimportant
to the structure of the Medial Axis, and we do not classify them
as active elements. For the purposes of this paper, we disallow
polyhedra which have adjacent coplanar faces. Furthermore, we
require every face to be simply connected. The solid Itself may have
holes (arbitrary genus), but no cavities. The algorithm depends on
connectivity properties of the MA, which are discussed in [She95].
We believe the algorithm maybe extended to handle classes of more
complex polyhedra,
It is instructive in Medial Axis investigations to consider a
hypersurface in one dimension higher which represents the union of
all possible offsets of a progenitor (see work by Hoffmann [Hof91 ]
and Chiang [Chi92]):
Definition 3.1 Let S be a set in $?k with a normal function NS
dejined on i!. The offset sweep of S, O(S), is a xe! in R k+ 1dejined
as follows: A poin; (x + rNs (x), r) is a point in O(S) for all real
T ifand only if x is in S.
Figure I shows the offset sweeps of two line segments, and how
the intersection of the sweeps determines their bisector. [n our discussion, we shall be concerned with the offset sweeps of polygonal
faces, non-convex edges, and non-convex vertices on the polyhedral boundary. For a polygonal face, the normal is constant and
directed into the solid. However, non-convex edges are considered
to be infinitesimal cylinders and non-convex vertices to be infinitesimal spheres. The offset sweeps of these objects are respectively
a growing cylinder and a growing sphere. See section A. I for the
implicit equations of these offset sweeps.
We shall also be concerned with the correspondence between
MA points and these boundary elements, as the following definition
demonstrates:

Definition 3.2 LeI p be a point on the MA of a polyhedral solid P.
Let B. (p) be the associated maximal ball around p, of radius r. M
q],
~, % be Ihe points on the boundav
of the solid where B, (P)
is tangent. The q, are said to be footpoi nts of p. L-: j, represent the

End Point These points also are among the limit points of the
Medial Axis, but whereas a seam-endpoint is a limit point of
a seam, an end point is a limit point of a sheet. Connected
components of end points are called rinss. Convex edges of
the polyhedron, resulting from the intersection of sheets with
the boundary, are rims.
This classification scheme becomes even more useful when we
observe relationships between various types of MA points. There
are, in fact, obvious relationships between the different classes,
which arise due to the configuration of distance vectors to governors
in the vicinity of the MA point under consideration. As shown by
Brandt [Bra92], the structure of the MA near an MA point can be
determined completely based on the configuration of the point’s
footpoints.
in particular, seams lie at the intersection of different sheets, and
junction points lie at the intersection of different seams. As a result,
there is a simple relationship between the governor sets of these
elements. For example, if G I is the governor set of one sheet and
G2 is the governor set of another sheet which meets the first sheet
at a seam, then the governor set of the seam contains Gl u G2. A
similar correspondence holds for seams meeting at junction points.
Because of this type of correspondence, it is possible to build
an algorithm on the reverse relationship. If we are at a junction
point, we would ask what seams emanate from the junction point.
For example, examine figure 2. Consider the junction point marked
in the figure which has the Front, Bottom, Left, and Top faces as
its governors. From the figure, we realize that (~) = 4 seams
emanate from this point, with governor sets {Front, Bottom, Left},
{Front, Bottom, Top}, {Front, Left, Top}, and {Bottom, Left, Top}.
Similarly, all possible (~) = 6 subsets-of two elements generate
sheets adjacent to the junction point. This example illustrates a
common case, where all possible 3-element subsets govern seams
and all possible 2-element subsets govern sheets.
However, this most common case need not hold true in general.
Although any candidate seam must have a governor set of at least
three elements, it is up to us to decide whether or not any given
three element subset actually governs a seam (i.e. whether the seam
is feasible). If it does govern a seam, we also need to check to see
if more than three elements are governors of the seam (i.e. whether
or not the seam is degenerate). In the next section we will see how
this check may be performed.
If the seam is feasible, how can we find an initial tangent to it?
Since a seam is equidistant from three or more elements, the initial
tangent to this seam must be equiangular with respect to the distance
vectors joining the junction point to the three seam governors. If
the tangent were not equiangular, then the seam would be moving
initially faster towards one seam governor than another, thus violating equidistantiality. Note that there are generally two unit tangent
vectors which satisfy the equiangularity condition; they point in
opposite directions. Thus we consider each possible governor set
twice, once for each initial tangent direction. One, both, or neither
of the two tangent direction may turnout to generate feasible seams.
Occasionally, some of the distance vectors joining the junction
point to the seam governors may be the same. In this situation,
we cannot determine the tangent to the seam by calculating an
equiangtdar vector. Instead, we must use the second order method
discussed in Appendix A to determine the tangent directions.

Figure 1: The offset sweeps of two line segments L I and LQin the
(z, y)-plane are planes at a 45° angle to the z-axis which intersect
in a line segment. The projection of the line segment back onto the
(z, y) plane gives the bisector of the two line segments, L~.
S,mn-SndPoint

Junctlom
Point

Figure 2: Classification of MA points

index of the face, edge, or vertex on which qi lies. Then each such
face, edge, or vertex, which we denote Pj,, is called a governor of
P.
Armed with these definitions, we can build a classification
scheme, related to the one used by Brandt [Bra92], to enumerate all the possibilities that may appear in the MA of polyhedral
solids (see Figure 2):
Junction Poinfi The offset sweeps of all the governors of this type
of point must intersect in only one point (the junction point
itsel~. Note that although typically only four boundary elements are required, degeneracies may occur; for example in
the case of a cube, the point at the center of the cube is a
junction point with six governors (all six faces of the cube)
(see Figure 5). Notice also that four governors may not be
enough to determine a junction point, as a degenerate seam
may afso have four governors (see Figure 4).

Seam Point For these points, the offset sweeps of their governors
must intersect in a curve. A connected component of seam
points is called a seanr. Note that typically three governors
are required, but more may occur under degenerate conditions

(Figure 4).
Meet Poinr A sheet point is generated when the offset sweeps of
its governors intersect in a surface. A connected component
of sheet points is called a sheet. IWo governors are required.

4

Seam-End Poinfi These points do not arise from the maximal ball
condition of the Me&d Axis, but are actually among the limit
points of the Medial Axis. A seam-endpoint generally results
when a seam runs into the boundary of the solid. Therefore
vertices with convex edges incident are seam-endpoints.

The Algorithm

in this section, we introduce an algorithm capable of determining the Medial Axis Transform of a polyhedral solid with simplyconnected faces, with holes (arbitrary genus), or non-convex edges
and vertices. Because non-convex edges and vertices (as well as
polyhedral cavities) may give rise to nonplanar sheets and nonlinear
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be safely smaller than ~
difficulties.

seams, we may choo>e to compute these entitles explicitly, or [race
them with a differential equation method. Both approaches have
merit. The first approach is feasible because every sheet is part of
an equidistantial set between two boundary elements; since these
elements must be either planes, lines, or points, the equidistantial
sets are simple quadric surfiaces [DH93], Since seams lie at the
intersection of sheets, any seam may be represented as a portion of
the Intersection of two quadric surfaces,
However, since there are many different types of seam curves
that can arise, our algorithm uses a simple differential equation
tracing technique to move along each seam. This technique is
simple to code since it requires no case-checking, and our tests
indicate that it M stable and efficient. The technique has the added
itdvantage that it may be extended to more complex geometries
without changing the basic approach, Since the sheets are relatively
simple, we can represent them as trimmed quadric sur~aces (where
the trimming curves are the bounding seams and convex edges) for
easy visualization in a graphics system. The resulting algorithm is
conceptually simple, although there is some hidden implementation
complexity which is mentioned later. The algorithm is recursive in
nature, so we begin by discussing how the recursion proceeds at a
junction point. Later we will see how to start the recursion from a
point on the boundary.

4.2

in order to avoid possible tolerancing

Traversing from a Seam-Endpoint

Traversing from a seam-endpoint is the simplest part of the algorithm. The actual recursive aspect of the algorithm is handled at the
junction points; the only thing needed at the seam-endpoints is to
find all the rims adjacent to the seam-endpoints and connect them
in the data structure. The list of convex edges in the polyhedron is
available to us from the beginning; it is simply a matter of searching
through the list to tind those edges which have the seam-endpoint
as one of their vertices.

4.3

Traversing a Seam

Once at a junction point, we begin by taking all three-element
subsets of the governor set of the junction point in order to trace
out all adjacent seams. Each seam is checked for feasibility and
degeneracy, as described below. Once checked, each feasible seam
is itself traversed as described below, and the point ending the seam
is returned to us, Based on whether the endpoint is another junction
point or a seam-endpoint, we continue the recursion. A lookup
table of junction points is maintained during the procedure; newly
discovered junction points are checked against this table using a
small tolerance, and added if not found in the table. We make two
copies of each possible three-element seam governor sets, to signify
that there are two possible tangents for each subset. There are rare
cases where both tangent directions may generate valid seams, due
to degeneracy. The tangents themselves are computed by finding an
equiangular vector between the three distance vectors, or by using
the second order check described in Appendix A.
As we proceed through the recursion, we buildup an adjacency
graph containing the geometry of the Medial Axis. We connect each
feasible seam to the starting junction point, and then for each seam
we connect its ending point. Once we are done with the junction
point, we mark it done so that we do not repeat any work. At the
end of the recursion, we will have a network of vertices and edges
forming the boundary of the Medial Axis.

Once we have a starting point, the set of governors, and an initial tangent, we traverse the seam until the next junction or seam-endpoint.
We integrate the system of differential equations describing the
seam (see section A,2) using, for example, an adaptive-step fourthorder Runge-Kutta method, and check at each step to see if another
boundary element is about to become active. Since during the tracing process we update the value of the radius function, we merely
have to check that the radius value is smaller than the distance to
any boundary element which is not a governor of the seam. If
the distance to another boundary element drops below the radius
function, we stop tracing and signal that we have found a junction
point. Alternatively, if the distance drops below a small positive
tolerance, we conclude that the seam ends in a seam-endpoint on
the boundary.
The initial approximations that we get by stopping the tracing
may not be very accurate. Therefore, some refinement of our approximations may be necessary. If we have an approximation to a
seam-endpoint, we can search through the list of convex vertices
of the polyhedron and select the one closest to our approximate
point. Refining a junction point is more complicated, but there
are several ways to approach the problem. One possibility is to
use minimization. For example, suppose there are four equations
~1 = ~~ = ~3 = ~, = 0, each one defining the offset sweeps of
a governor of the junction point. Using our rough approximation
as an initial guess, minimize the squared error ~~ + ~~ + j; + j:;
the error has a local minimum of zero at the junction point. Alternatively, we can use a nonlinear polynomial system solver like
the Interval Projected-Polyhedron
method [SP93] [MP93] to find
a root of the system of equations within a small box around our
approximate root. Once the junction point has been refined, it is
returned along with any extra governors the point may have due
to degeneracy, The extra governors may be easily determined by
checking distances to boundary elements at the refined point.

4.1.1

4.3.1

4.1

Traversing from a Junction Point

The Feasibility Check

In order to decide whether or not a seam is feasible, we simply trace
a short distance along the seam and see if the seam has become
infeasible. If it is still feasible, we check the distances to the other
governors in the junction point to determine degeneracy. How far
can we trace along the seam in order to determine degeneracy? At
the junction point where we start, compute the distances to every
other element in the solid. Suppose the distance from the junction
point to its governors is r-. and the shortest distance to any other
boundary element is F’ > r-. Then theoretically we can trace

Implementation

of Seam ‘lkaversal

First, it is obvious that checking the distance to each boundary element at every step is extremely wasteful. Fortunately, it is actually
rare that we have to do such an exhaustive check. We have already
performed a distance check against all boundary elements at the
junction point which starts the seam s. Based on this check, we
know exactly how far it is safe to trace before we should check
again. For example, suppose the radius function equals r at the
starting junction point but the distance to some other boundary ele-

ment is equal to r-’ > r. We can trace a distance of ~
safely along
the seam before the other clement even has a chance of becoming
active. (This is easy to see since along any curve, the distance to a
boundary element may never increase or decrease at faster than unit
speed, see Welter [W0185] [W0192] for more details. ) Therefore,
we use the following device:

any distance up to W
before any other boundary element has
a chance of becoming- active (this worst-case bound assumes the
seam moves away from its governors as quickly as possible and
approaches another boundary element as quickly as possible). In
a floating-point implementation, we would want this distance to
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The next step is to find a set of starting vertices for the algorithm.
Clearly any vertex which has at least one convex edge incident is
part of the Medial Axis since it is a limit point of the convex
edge. Therefore, form a list of all such vertices and select one as
a starting vertex for the algorithm. Choose three of the adjacent
active boundary elements as a governor set for a seam connected
to that vertex. Check the seam for feasibility and degeneracy, as
before. (There will always be at least one subset of elements that
generates a seam since the vertex is connected to the Medial Axis).
Trace the seam using our seam traversal routine until a junction
point is reached. Use this junction point to start the recursion as in
section 4. I.
As we trace, we delete every vertex in our list that we hit. When
we have traced out every seam and convex edge connected to our
original vertex, we go back to our Iist and start tracing at another
vertex, stopping only when there are no more vertices left. This
procedure will atlow us to trace out all seams, junction points, seamendpoints, and rims. The completeness of the procedure depends
on the existence of a path of seam edges from each junction point to
a vertex on the boundary. Such connectivity properties are studied
in [She95]. The reader is also referred to [WO192] for related work.

1. Keep track of the distance traversed on the curve so far.
Since our differential equation is arc-length parameterized,
this simply means adding the stepsize to a counter at each
step.
2. Keep a sorted list of “distance events.” l%is list is sorted
from smallest distance to largest, and each element contains
a distance at which a boundary element must be re-checked.
Thus in our example above, the first distance event resulting
from the boundary element at a distance r-’ will occur at -.
As we trace along the seam, check the smallest element on
the distance event list to see if a boundary element needs to
be re-checked.
3. Once a distance event is executed, delete it from the list. If the
distance from that boundary element is still far away, insert
another distance event at the appropriate point in the sorted
list.
The second implementation issue is the determination of a tracing stepsize. We use a small enough stepsize to achieve good
accuracy in the tracing of the seam curve and to avoid stepping
over too many distance events at once, but not so small that the
process is overly slowed. Since the differential equations for polyhedra tend to be quite stable, a large stepsize of around 10-2 or
10-3 may be perfectly sufficient to achieve an accuracy of around
10-8. However, we recommend decreasing the stepsize once the
distance events are no longer far away. This will generate increased
accuracy as we approach a new junction point. It is also wise to
decrease the distance slightly when approaching the boundary, to
make sure that we are actually approaching a seam-endpoint and
not a junction point with a small radius function.
A third implementation detail is a useful tool for interrogation.
It is necessary to record points along the seam curve every so often
so that a polygonal approximation to the seam curve may be kept
for interrogation and easy visualization.
Several optimizations maybe made to the algorithm beyond the
ones outlined above. For example, many of the seams will be linear
and therefore it is a simple matter to intersect the line containing
the seam with the offset sweeps of each boundary element; at worst
a solution of a quadratic equation for each element will be required,
since the intersection is the substitution of a set of linear parametric
equations into an implicit equation which is at worst quadratic.
With this intersection scheme, it is a simple matter to determine the
endpoint of any seam.
A similar approach is possible for nonlinear seams, for example
a seam resulting from two planes and a non-convex edge. The
equations are more complicated in this case, but certainly the approach provides an alternative to our ODE approach. Why then
do we choose to use the ODE approach? The principal reason is
one of simplicity; our method eliminates the need for exhaustive
case-checking. Furthermore, the ODE tracing method is simple to
implement and fast. Finally, it is extensible to more complicated
objects with curved boundaries.

4.4

4.5

Determining

Sheets

Once the algorithm above has been run, it is a simple matter to locate
all sheets in the Medial Axis. This process is easier than locating
seams since there are no degenerate sheets. (This is easy to see since
there is no way to make the offset sweeps of three distinct boundary
elements intersect in a surface. ) After the traversal described above,
we are left with a connected graph of vertices and edges, where the
vertices are junction points or seam-endpoints and the edges are
seams or convex edges. The sheet location process starts at a vertex
and travels around a loop of edges and vertices adjacent to each
sheet, connecting each element to the sheet as we go. At any given
vertex, we take every subset of two elements as a candidate sheet
and add it to a list of candidate sheets waiting to be traversed. For
each candidate sheet, we search among adjacent edges for an edge
which has those two elements as two of its governors.
Usually a vertex has two edges incident with the same twoelement subset, and these two edges are bounding edges to a sheet.
However, sometimes there may be more than two edges incident.
Therefore, we organize our algorithm so that as we traverse around
loops, we keep the sheet to our left at afl times. We can use the
Singular Value Decomposition to determine the tangent plane to
the sheet at the starting vertex (see section A.2). Once we have the
tangent plane, find a basis oft wo orthogonal unit vectors as follows:
the first vector is the tangent to the edge at the vertex (which has
already been computed), and the second vector is one of the two
orthogonal unit vectors in the tangent plane. Only one of the two
orthogonal unit vectors will point towards the sheet; moving in the
opposite direction will bring us too close to the boundary (or even
outside the boundary, if the edge is a rim). If the edge is a rim, the
correct direction is the one which keeps us inside the boundary; if
the edge is a seam, the correct direction is the one which increases
the distance from the other governors of the seam [She95]. Thus for
each edge, we now have an associated direction to keep the sheet
on the left as we traverse. If there is more than one edge which
keeps the sheet on the left as we move away from the vertex (when,
for instance, two sheets with the same governors meet at a junction
point), we simply select the edge which turns most sharp] y to the
left.
[f we can move around a closed loop keeping the sheet on our
left at all times, then we have determined a sheet. After checking
all possible combinations of two elements, we mark the vertex as
done, move to the next vertex (whether seam-endpoint or junction
point), and perform the same process over again, looking for an

Starting the Algorithm

In order to start the algorithm, it is necessary first to identify those
objects which may become governors of branches of the Medial
Axis. These objects are all the faces of the polyhedral solid, combined with all non-convex edges and vertices. To locate non-convex
edges, we simply check the angle between the adjacent faces; if it is
greater than m, then the edge is non-convex. Non-convex vertices
are those vertices having at least one non-convex edges adjacent
to them. All other edges and vertices are marked for use as seamendpoints and rims (convex edges).
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adjacent seam or nm with the two elemen[s as two of its governors.
The process is complete when all vertices have been visited.
We note that visualization of sheets is fairly straightforward with
modern graphics libraries. Since sheets may be easily expressed
as u-immed NURBS patches, where the trimming curves are the
approximations to the seams determined during the tracing of the
scams, the sheets may be visualized as trimmed NURBS patches
using standard graphics libraries.

4.6

Trimming Away Non-Medial

Components

After we have traced out the MA graph, some trimming may be
necessary. Because we consider an edge and an adjacent vertex
to be separate boundary elements, even though geometrically the
vertex is contained in the edge, there will be a few seams which
belong to the Voronoi Diagram but not to lhe Medial Axis, For
each seam, we can pick a point somewhere on the edge. If the
footpoints of the seam are all the same point (but on different
boundary elements) then we should throw the seam away.
The only exception to this rule is if throwing away a seam will
remove one of the bounding curves of a shee(. On occasion, there
may be rim curves in the i~~feriorof the solid [She95]. Consider a
horizontal plane which forms part of the boundary of P, so that if
we are above the plane we are inside P, and cut 90 degrees out of
the plane at the origin. In [he cut, insert two planes perpendicular to
the tirsl plane, connected along the two non-convex edges resulting
from the cut. Then there IS a sheet which extends both below and
above [he horizontal plane; below the plane it is equidistant from
the two planes, and above it is equidistant from the two non-convex
edges. The sheet ends in a vertical ray extending upward from the
origin; since any point on this ray has a maximal ball tangent only
at the origin, the ray represents a rim rather than a seam,
In our algorithm, this ray will be detected as a seam initially
since it is equidistant from the two non-convex edges and the nonconvex vertex; therefore it must be reclassified as a rim curve instead
of discarded, since removing it will create an unbounded sheet.

5
5.1

Algorithm Analysis
Complexity

The major bottleneck in this algorithm is in the seam [racing phase.
The amount of time required in this phase is a funclion of the
average number of steps taken along each seam, s, and the number
of boundary entities n. At each step, we may need to perform up to
n distance checks to see if another boundary element is becoming
active, so in the worst case, each seam will be traced in O(rM)
time. However, in the average case, we anticipate performing
no more than n dis[ance checks at the beginning, and then one
or two distance checks at each step, when we use the distance
event handling described above. Thus in the average case, the cost
should be approximate] y 0( (n + s) log n) per seam and therefore
C9((TZ+S)TZSlog n) to trace all the seams and junction points, where
n.s is the number of seams. The log n term comes in because of the
cost of maintaining a sorted list of distance events [She95]. Each
insertion or lookup in this list requires O(log n) time [CLR90].
Note that s is essentially a constant depending on the accuracy
desired for the seams.
In general, other components of the algorithm (such as the feasibility/degeneracy check and the determination of sheets) should
execute much faster than the seam tracing phase, so we conclude
that the total time complexity of the algorithm is C2((rz+s)rzS log n)
in the average case.
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5.2

Stability

The Medial Axis is very sensitive to certain types of perturbation
(for instance, the addition of a small kink in the boundary). However, if we assume that the number of active boundary elements in
the polyhedron is fixed and then deform the polyhedron slightly, we
observe some pleaslng properties of the MA. Because the equidistantial point sets which make up the MA (junction points, seams,
sheets) really represent an averaging process of boundary faces,
they tend to be stable under most perturbations, The MA becomes
much less stable in degenerate or near-degenerate situations. For
example, a degenerate junction point may become two or more nondegenerate junction points which lie extremely close to each other
under some small perturbations of the boundary. Obwously, in this
situation a small difference in the boundary may result in drastically
different MA graphs.
The easiest way of dealing with this situation is to put a tolerance
on all distance checks. Under this option, junction points which are
close to one another will be merged into a degenerate junction point.
Although the MA is no longer “correct” if we utilize tolerances, it
may actually be more useful. For instance, if we are using the MA
for finite element meshing of the region, it is better nor to have small
branches as they will adversely interfere with the meshing process
[SNTM92].
Although it is possible to implement the algorithm in rational
arithmetic, that option is unattractive, since memory requirements
will grow excessively during the course of tracing each seam. A
more sensible option to control error ]s the use of interval arithmetic,
However, interval arithmetic adds its own complexity; a method
for computing the Singular Value Decomposition of an interval
matrix is needed (see section A,2), as well as an ODE solver which
works in interval arithmetic,
At present, we have implemented
our algorithm in floating point arithmetic and use two tolerances.
The first tolerance specifies that as we trace along each seam, the
accuracy of every intermediate point along the seam must be within
~. The second tolerance states that two points are considered the
same point when they lie within A of one another, This tolerance IS
also used for checking distances to the boundary; if, for example, a
governor lies at distance d from the point p, then another boundary
element is considered a governor of p also if its distance top is within
J of d, These tolerances may be quite strict: the Singular Value
Decomposition method is generally stable, and we can compute
offset sweeps and their derivatives without ever leaving the stability
of the Bernstein basis. II is important, however, that we determine
junction points accurately, or else questions of degeneracy may be
answered incorrectly. As a result, we force junction points to be
determined within 6 of the true value during refinement.

6

Examples

In this section, we present a few examples of the algorithm in action,
All of these examples were run on a graphics workstation running
at 150 MHz, and the code was written in C++. All of the examples
were run at an ~ tolerance of 10-6 and a b tolerance of 10-J,
Figure 3 shows our first example, the MA of a 3 x 2 x 1
rectangular box. Notice that all of the junction points and seams
are nondegenerate. In figure 4, we have induced a degeneracy by
reducing the length of the longest side to 1 so that the box is now
2 x 1 x 1. The four junction points of the previous example have
now merged into two degenerate junction points, each with five
governors. The two junction points are connected by one degenerate
seam with four governors. Going one step further, figure 5 induces
a higher-order degeneracy by making all three sides equal. The
degenerate seam has vanished as the two degenerate junction points
become one degenerate junction point with six governors. Figure 6
shows an L-shaped box. The longest edge is 0.75 units, and it ]s

Figure 3: A 3 x 2 x 1 rectangular box and its MA.

0.5 units wide and 0.25 units deep. There is one square face on top,
which gives rise [o a degenerate seam, and a curved seam resulting
from the non-convex edge. The curved seam is the base of two
quarter-circular cones which point respectively out of the page and
into the page. The examples took respectively 101, 65, 59, and 38
seconds to run. The differences in timings are largely due to the
different length scales of each object; the maximum stepsize in the
ODE tracing was fixed at 0.002, but the longest edge of each object
varies from 3 to 0.75. In addition, the algorithm has not yet been
completely optimized.
In order to verify our complexity estimates, we generated different levels of discretization of a half-cylindrical shell. Two levels
are shown in figures 7 and 8 with 12 and 30 boundary elements respectively. In figure 9 is a graph plotting CPU time against number
of boundary elements for different levels of discretization of the
shell. Finally, we have one more figure, 10, whichs show a toroidal
object. The toroidal object is shaded so that it may be seen more
clearly. The example took 124 seconds to run.
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Figure 4: A 2 x 1 x 1 rectangular box and its MA. Notice the two
degenerate junction points and the degenerate seam joining them

Figure 5: A cube and its MA

Figure 6: An L-shaped box and its MA
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Figure 9: CPU times ~lotted against number of boundary elements
fo~ objects which rep~esent in~reasing levels of discreti~ation of a
half-cylindrical shell

Figure 7: A discretized half-cylindrical
elements and its MA.

shell with 12 boundary

Figure 8: A discretized
elements and its MA.

shell with 30 boundary

half-cylindrical

Figure 10: Atoroidal
clarity.
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Conclusions

This paper introduces a new algorithm for detenrrining the MAT
of polyhedral solids. The same general ideas of utilizing the connectivity of the MA and the classification scheme introduced in
this paper could lead to an algorithm for determining the MAT of
solids with curved boundaries, The classification scheme for such
solids is more complicated, but it is still possible to postulate a
connectivity-based algorithm based on classification as we have
done for polyhedra, However, preliminary investigation indicates
that crucial elements of such an algorithm, such as the refinement
of junction points and the determination of distances from a point to
boundary surfaces, become time-consuming when curved boundary
elements are involved. These computations rely fundamentally on
the solution of systems of nonlinear polynomial equations [SP93]
[MP93] [ZSP93]. It is possible, however, to construct an approximate solution of this problem by faceting the boundary and finding
the MAT of the resulting polyhedron. This solution may be sufficient for some applications, such as finite element meshing.
The algorithm may still be extended to more complex classes of
polyhedra, with cavities and non-simply connected faces. For such
objects, further mathematical investigation into the connectivity of
the Medial Axis is necessary to justify the approach,

A
A.1

Governing Equations
Offset Sweeps

There are three types of offset sweeps of entities in a polyhedron.
The first is the offset sweep of a plane x n + d = O where n is
the inward-directed normal to the plane and x = [r y Z]T. Using
definition 3.1, we construct the offset sweep as
xn-r+d=O.

(1)

The offset sweep of a non-convex edge is a growing circular cylinder. Suppose one of the two endpoints of the edge is given by
the point (A’, l’, Z), and let [A B C]T be the vector pointing from
(.Y, Y, Z) to the other endpoint of the edge. Then from Faux and
Pratt [FP79], the equation of a cylinder of radius r is given by

(z-x)

(2)

’+(y-Y)’+(z-z)2-

[.4(T -Y)+

B(Y - Y) +C(z

- 2)]2 -r’

= O.

If r is allowed to vary, then (2) is the offset sweep of a non-convex
edge. Finafly, the offset sweep of a non-convex vertex is a growing
sphere, If (X’, Y, Z) is the vertex, then a sphere of varying radius r
is given by

(z-.Y)2+
A.2

(y-

Y) ’+(z-.Z)r

2=0=0.

(3)

lkacing Seams

If we have a system of equations governing a seam, we can form
a system of differential equations to trace out the seam. Assume
for simplicity that we have a seam defined by the three equations
~’ (z, y, z, r) = O for i = 1,2,3. This is an underconstrained system of three equations in four unknowns. Let us further suppose
that we have a starting point and an initial tangent to the seam defined by this system of equations. As we have seen, this information
is acquired automatically in the course of running our algorithm.
Taking the differential of the system of equations gives
jidx+
for i = 1,2,3.

f~dy+

j~dz+

j~dr = O

(4)

In matrix form. this may be expressed as
(F][dx dg d. dr]T = [0 O O]T

(5)
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where F is the 3 x 4 matrix of partial derivatives. In general, if
F may be evaluated at a point (z, y. z, r), then there is a family of
vectors [dz dy d.z dr]T for which (5) will hold. These vectors will
all be tangents to the seam at (z, y. z, r) since (5) is the differential
of the system of equations describing the seam. Therefore, if we
can find any one of these vectors and make it unit length, then we
will obtain a unit tangent to the seam at each point, thus giving us
an ordinary differential equation describing an arc-length parametrized seam curve. Since we have the initial tangent to the seam,
we can ensure that the unit tangent has the correct direction and is
not pointing backwards.
Finding this unit tangent is possible via the Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) on the matrix F, as described in [GVL89].
The SVD gives us, among other things, a basis for the nullspace
of the matrix F, i.e. a basis for all vectors [dx dy dz dr]T which
when premultiplied by F result in the zero vector, Since a seam is
a curve (with a one-dimensional tangent space at each point), the
basis should consist of only one vector. Simply scaling this vector
by its magnitude will result in a unit tangent to tbe seam curve.
Occasional y, the matrix F may be degenerate or near-degenerate
(i.e. the nullspace maybe two- or three-dimensional). Degeneracy
may occur when governors are tangent to one another and therefore
their offset sweeps have the same tangent spaces at the point of
tangency, In this situation, we can obtain a unit tangent by using
second order derivatives. We can either use adjacency information
to determine if a tangency exists, or examine the singular values of
F which are output by the SVD. If more than one singular value
is close to zero (we use a tolerance of 10–J to check this), then we
have to use a second-order expansion. Alternatively, if the matrix
is only near-degenerate but not actually degenerate, we can use a
rational arithmetic implementation of the SVD to determine the tangent vector, assuming that our boundary elements are represented
with rational numbers. The second order check proceeds by setting
up the following system of equations, by Taylor’s theorem:

O = +[j’(X

+ ch) – f’(x)]

= [Vf’(x)]h

+ ~~hT[H’]h

(6)

for i = 1,2,3.
Here ‘V’f’ is the gradient of j’, H’ is the
Hessian of ~’, x = [z y z r] is the starting junction point, and
h = [h. hg h. h,] is the unknown unit tangent vector to the seam.
The fourth equation is Ihl = 1, the normalization condition. In the
limit as E ~ O, this system of equations generally converges to one
of the two unit tangents to the seam. In order to solve this system
of four equations for the unknown four-element vector h, we need
to choose an E sufficiently small so that the tangent is close but
not so small that numerical error due to the degeneracy of [F] is
serious. Using double- recision floating point arithmetic, we have
!.
observed that ~ = 10– IS a good compromise. Unfortunately, the
system cannot be solved with simple Newton-Raphson because the
Jacobian is singular; however, we have used a simple quasi-Newton
method which does not use derivatives and have observed excellent
results,
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